WORKS HARD, RENTS FAST
MEANT TO RENT
NT.
SKID STEERS AND CTLS
G-SERIES

DESIGNED TO
DO IT ALL.
When your renters have material to move, pallets to stack, or landscapes to be maintained, our G-Series Skid Steers and Compact Track Loaders (CTLs) offer plenty of versatile options to choose from. Each G-Series machine is loaded with the operator-friendly controls and features rental customers demand. So the only hard part about renting them out is having enough of them to go around.

**The choice is yours**
Choose radial lift for customers who need agility and power for digging, grading, and backfilling. Choose vertical lift for customers who require stability and height for loading and lifting.

**Dig in**
Ample pushing power and impressive breakout forces deliver outstanding traction and leverage.

**Not your daily grind**
Oil-bathed final-drive chains withstand daily wear and tear, and never need adjustment.

**For the long haul**
Enhanced drive sprockets deliver long-term durability.

**On the skinny side**
Slimmed-down wheel options enable small-frame 316GR and 318G Skid Steers to easily fit through openings as narrow as 60 inches.

**Load ‘em up**
With weights from only 6,180 to 8,195 pounds, G-Series small-frame compacts are easy to trailer behind a standard pickup truck.

**Extra when it counts**
Featuring additional lift height and reach, greater boom and bucket breakout forces, and more horsepower than their small-frame siblings, large-frame 331G and 333G CTLs and 330G and 332G Skid Steers offer renters a little “extra” for their especially challenging tasks.

They turn neatly in tight corners and navigate crowded lots with ease. Our agile G-Series Compact Excavators feature independent swing boom and 360-degree rotation to increase capabilities, efficiency, and productivity — wherever your rental customers put them to work.
Level of protection
Zero and reduced tail swing keep these compact excavators more productive and protected from damage.

Comfort in the cab
Spacious operator stations feature seats and controls positioned to accommodate larger operators.

In the know
Gauges and warning lights on easy-to-read monitors provide valuable information at a glance.

Get attached
Standard coupler accommodates a wide variety of John Deere attachments including hydraulic hammers and augers.

Power up
Quiet-running, large-displacement, direct-injected diesels deliver impressive torque and fuel efficiency.

Explore our complete lineup of compact excavators at JohnDeere.com/en/compact-equipment.
COMPACT WHEEL LOADERS
L-SERIES

TIGHT-TURNING HEAVY LIFTERS.
**AGILE AND READY FOR ANYTHING.**

Low profile. Multipurpose. With plenty of power to boot. L-Series Compact Wheel Loaders are perfect for rental customers with heavy-lifting needs. Delivering greater visibility, easier machine entry and exit, and less ground disturbance than skid steers, these machines make tough tasks like unloading building materials or removing broken concrete a cinch. Choose between open canopies* or air-conditioned cabs** to help keep rental operators comfortable while they’re knocking out their to-do lists.

---

Step your renters into an economical, maneuverable 204L or 304L

**It’s a lock**
Limited-slip differential lock automatically delivers extra-effort traction.

**See clearly now**
Tapered lift arms and single boom and bucket cylinder enhance visibility without sacrificing breakout force.

**On the move**
Standard two-speed transmission provides application-matching travel speeds up to 12 mph.

**Easy add-ons**
Push-button-actuated skid-steer-style coupler lets operators attach and release attachments quickly from the seat.

---

Elevate your rental game to a powerful, versatile 244L or 324L

**Tight turns**
Industry-exclusive Articulation Plus™ steering system combines 30 degrees of articulation plus an additional 10 degrees of rear-wheel steer. By reducing the articulation angle, this design allows tighter turns that are more stable.

**In and out**
Spacious, convenient two-door walk-through cab enables entry and exit from either side.

**Lift, reach, repeat**
With exceptional lift and height to hinge pin, the optional High-Lift configuration makes the 324L especially adept at repetitive dumping and stacking applications.

**You’ll be a fan**
Hydraulically driven fan runs only as needed for efficient cooling, reduced noise, and lower fuel consumption.

**Cover the jobsite**
Two-range hydrostatic drivetrain powers speeds up to 23 mph.

---

*Standard on 204L and 304L models; N/A on 244L and 324L models.
**Standard on 244L and 324L models; optional on 204L and 304L models.

---

Explore our complete lineup of compact loaders at [JohnDeere.com/loaders](http://JohnDeere.com/loaders).
It’s easy to switch
All John Deere skid steer and compact track loader attachments feature Quik-Tatch™, a reliable, universal, self-cleaning attachment system that makes it fast and simple to change attachments. Deere machines are equipped with either a manual or powered, cross-compatible Quik-Tatch system. Lever or button, it’s your choice which version of the reliable Quik-Tatch system to spec on your equipment.

We’ve got you covered
Optimized to work with all our products, John Deere attachments are fully supported by the extensive Deere dealer network and covered by Deere warranty.
Masters of Multitasking

Whether your renters are lifting pallets, digging post holes, or tilling soil, durable John Deere attachments help them get more for their money. Multipurpose buckets, mulching heads, roller levels, and more — with over 100 add-ons to choose from, your Deere compact machines are the best tools for almost any job.

Explore our complete lineup of John Deere attachments at JohnDeere.com/compactattachments.
Rugged machines that are Meant to Rent.

High demand, low operating costs, outstanding dealer support, and strong resale value. When you put John Deere equipment on your lot, you’ll realize a great return on investment over the life of your machines plus the versatility you and your customers need to succeed.

JohnDeere.com